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The Dashcam Plus utilizes AI to detect driving 
events and alerts drivers while uploading 

events for eet managers to review and provide 
coaching for safer driving.

Driver Behavior with AI

Our dashcam features advanced event 
detection capabilities, automatically recording 
and saving footage when it detects sudden 
accelerations, harsh braking, or collisions. 

Event Detection

Record
high-definition
video integrated
with FleetMovil rules
and driver coaching.

DashCam Plus

Improving
Driver 
Behavior
with AI

DashCam Plus is an all-in-one driving recorder 
designed for safe driving assistance. It not only 
has the functions of an ordinary driving 
recorder, but also supports related functions 
of intelligent driving assistance. It has the 
advantages of simple installation, 
comprehensive functions, and convenient use.
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Contact us for more info: 

(866) 935-3384

fleetmovil.comFM Plus ×1, power supply box ×1, standard 
power cable ×1, Allen key ×1, mounng bracket 
×1, bracket bolt ×1, crowbar ×1, desiccant ×1, 
and alcohol coon×1

Package Contents

Harsh Acceleraon, Harsh Deceleraon,
Harsh Cornering, and Accident Detecon

Six-axis Sensor

Improving 
Driver Behavior 
with DashCam 
FM Plus.
DashCam FM Plus is a 
cost-effective device 
specially developed for 
remote video surveillance 
and driving safety 
surveillance of vehicles.

Our system's design, aluminum alloy 
shell, and heat sink fins ensure superior 
seatbelt heat dissipaon via the cabin 
camera. It intelligently integrates with 
the vehicle's status, reducing accidents 
caused by driver misconduct and 
priorizing road safety.

Supporng external OBD box, easy 
installaon & wiring

Supporng remote monitoring and 
recording

Adopng the special file system to secure
video data and personal privacy

Supporng 1080p HD video

Supporng dual TF cards for video 
storage, with the maximum capacity 
of a single card up to 256 GB

Smart device with built-in ADAS 
camera and cabin camera
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Your Reliable 
Fleet Management 

Solution


